A high-speed position detcctor has wide variety of application fields such as real-time range finding and high-speed visual feedback in robot vision. In this paper, a row-parallel sensor architecture for high-speed position detection is presented. The edge of activated pixels is quickly detected by a row-parallel search circuit and its encoding cycles of Npixel horizontal resolution are O(log N). The architecture keeps high-speed position detection in high pixel resolution. We have designed and fabricated the prototype position detector with a 128 x 16 pixel array in 0.35 pm CMOS process. The measurement results show it achieves high-speed detection of 450 ns. The high-speed position detection of the scanning sheet beam is demonstrated.
INTRODUCTION
A high-speed smart position sensor has wide variety of application fields such as real-time range finding, high-speed visual fcedback in robot vision and so on. These applications require much higher speed of frame rate than the conventional imagers using serial readout and transmission. Therefore some smart sensors were proposed for high-speed position detection [ 1]-[61. Fig. 1 shows a fast collision prevention system with simple calculation, which is one of applications to require highspeed position detection. The scanning sheet beam activates pixels from the right to the left on the sensor plane. Two position detectors detect the edge of the activated pixels. The ditference between XR and X L means the distance from the position detectors when the edge address of the left position detector is XL and that of the right one is X R . High-speed position detection realizes a fast and high-resolution collision prevention system. One forward scan with N-pixel horizontal resolution requires N frames of the scanning sheet beam. For example, 30k fps is required for real-time range finding with 1 k-pixel horizontal resolution. The smart sensors [3] - [6] are useful for applications of high-speed position detection. These frame rates, however, are not enough to realize real-time or more high-speed range finding with high pixel resolution. In this paper, a row-parallel sensor architecture for highspeed position detection is presented. It achieves enough speed for real-time or more high-speed range finding with high pixel resolution. In this architecture, the edge of the activated pixels is quickly detected by a row-parallel search circuit and its encoding cycles of N-pixel horizontal resolution are O(log N). We have designed and successfully tested the prototype position detector with a 128 x 16 pixel array in 0.35 p n CMOS process.
ROW-PARALLEL ARCHITECTURE
In the position detection of a projected sheet beam, a sensor recognizes the pixels with strong incident intensity as the history of the scanning sheet beam as shown in Fig.2 . Therefore it is important to quickly detect the position of the activated pixels in each row. The frontier line of the projected light provides enough information for triangulationbased range finding. Our architecture has a row-parallel search circuit for the edges of the activated pixels in each row, a row-parallel address encoder of O(log N) and a rowparallel processor to reduce data transmission. it is applicable to applications with a complex-shaped target object and/or multiple projected lights. 
Row-Parallel Address Encoding
The address encoder of the pixel circuit consists of only 2 pass transistors as shown in Fig.3 . At the detected pixel of each row, the column line is connected to the row line through the pass transistors as shown in Fig.5 . Then, the serial-bit-streamed column address is inputted to each column line in parallel. Therefore the encoding cycles are O(log N) at N-pixel horizontal resolution. The compact circuit implementation and the high-speed row-parallel encoding realize high-speed position detection in high pixel resolution.
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Row-Parallel Processor
The photo detector has a row-parallel processor as shown in Fig.6 . It consists of a latch sense amplifier to get the address data, a full adder, random access memories with a read/write circuit, output buffers for pipe-lined data readout, and some control logics. The row-parallel address encoding can acquire the addresses of xi and x , + 1 when the edges of the activated pixels are x, and x,. The processor calculates the center position of the detected pixels and reduces data transmission. And also it realizes to get the positions of multiple sheet beams in one frame. The row-parallel processor can be extended to deal with another data processing. For example, multiple samplings per frame can be realized for high sub-pixel accuracy when a timing memory and its control logics are implemented.
CHIP IMPLEMENTATION
We designed and fabricated a prototype position detector in 0.35 pm CMOS process'. The number of pixels per row (pixelshow) 
MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The measurement system of the fabricated chip has been developed as shown in Fig.1 Table 2 .
CONCLUSIONS
A, row-parallel sensor architecture for high-speed position detection has been proposed. It has been designed and fabiricated in 0.35 pm CMOS process and successfully tested. The prototype position detector has 128 x 16 pixels and it achieves 450 ns search time per frame. In the measurement system using multi samplings per frame, the high-speed position detection of a scanning sheet beam is realized at 2.22M fps. It is enough speed not only for real-time range finding but also for beyond-real-time range finding and visual feedback such as a fast collision prevention system. We have also shown its applicability to higher pixel resolution such as 1024 x 1024 pixels. 
